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ABSTRACT

Introduction: Anti-vaccine disinformation is highly dangerous due to its direct effects on society. Although there is relevant research on typologies of hoaxes, denialist discourses on networks, or the popularity of vaccines, this study provides a complementary and pioneering vision about the anti-vaccine discourse of COVID-19 on Twitter, focused on its spreaders’ behavior. Methodology: Given an initial sample of a hundred hoaxes (from December 2020 to September 2021) for the download of 200,246 tweets, around 36,000 tweets (N=36,292) that support or deny disinformation have been filtered through an algorithm for Natural Language Inference (NLI) to analyze their spreaders’ through their metrics in the platform. Results: In relative numbers, the results show, among others, more hoaxes with original content (not retweets) among accounts with more followers and those verified; more irruption of disinformation as opposed to its objection by accounts created between 2013 and 2020, and the association of the acknowledgment (more presence in lists or many more followers than followed users) to the preference for denying false information instead of approving it. Discussion: The article shows how the typology of the accounts can be a predictive factor about the behavior of users who spread disinformation. Conclusions: Similar behavioral patterns of anti-vaccine discourse are revealed according to the accounts’ Twitter-related indicators. The size of the sample and the techniques used give a solid foundation for other comparative studies on disinformation about health and other phenomena on social networks.
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RESUMEN

Introducción: La desinformación antivacunas tiene un gran peligro por sus efectos tangibles en la sociedad. Existen investigaciones relevantes sobre tipologías de bulos, discursos negacionistas en redes o la popularidad de las vacunas, pero este estudio aporta una visión complementaria y pionera sobre el discurso antivacunas de COVID-19 en Twitter, centrada en el comportamiento de sus propagadores. Metodología: Dada una muestra inicial de un centenar de bulos (de diciembre de 2020 a septiembre de 2021) para la descarga de 200,246 tuits, se han filtrado mediante un algoritmo para la inferencia del lenguaje natural (NLI) alrededor de 36,000 tuits (N=36,292) que apoyan o desmienten la desinformación para analizar a sus difusores a través de sus métricas en la plataforma. Resultados: En números relativos, los resultados muestran, entre otros, más bulos con contenido original (no retuits) entre las cuentas con más seguidores y aquellas verificadas; más irrupción de desinformación frente a su objeción por cuentas creadas de 2013 a 2020, y la asociación del reconocimiento (mayor presencia en listas o muchos más seguidores que seguidos) a la preferencia por negar información falsa en lugar de aprobarla. Discusión: El artículo muestra cómo la tipología de las cuentas es un factor predictivo del comportamiento de usuarios que expanden desinformación. Conclusiones: Se revelan patrones similares de comportamiento del discurso antivacunas según indicadores de las cuentas de Twitter. El tamaño de la muestra y las técnicas empleadas dan una base sólida para otros estudios comparativos en desinformación sobre salud y en otros fenómenos en redes sociales.
1. INTRODUCTION

In September 2018, New York suffered a measles outbreak that lasted eleven months and cost the health system millions of dollars. The fight against the outbreak had an added difficulty: the anti-vaccine discourse emerged strongly in a context of distrust of the authorities and an argument based on the freedom of parents and the rejection of the pharmaceutical industry (Zucker et al., 2020). It was not the first time that anti-vax discourses had been recorded on social networks around measles, especially on Twitter and Facebook (Deiner et al., 2017), but in that year, Twitter registered a record of anti-vaccine narratives, even higher than that experienced with the coronavirus pandemic – a fact found in preliminary research for this study. We are not, therefore, facing a new phenomenon when we talk about the anti-vax discourse of COVID-19 on social networks, but we are dealing with a new opportunity to monitor behavior patterns of disinformation flows with serious direct consequences on society.

Since the start of the pandemic in 2019, disinformation has been spread both through traditional media and social networks, contributing to generating certain opinions. International organizations such as the World Health Organization or the European Union have established the fight against disinformation as one of their priority lines. We understand disinformation as "deliberately fake information, disseminated for economic, ideological, or any other reason" (Ireton and Posetti, 2018, p. 44). Within this term, we find a specific type of information, such as hoaxes, which consist of "fake messages made on social networks by users and/or groups to create a certain opinion" (Aparici et al., 2019, p.3). At present, this process of information intoxication is so visible, and such is the perception among Internet users, that disinformation is the main concern in the world regarding the use of social networks and media, and more than half of these users, 53%, explicitly indicate being concerned about this phenomenon (Knuutila et al., 2020).

Disinformation circulates very easily in online environments, especially in social networks (Kouzy et al., 2020). Previous research works show us some characteristics of the typology of hoaxes that circulate on social networks about COVID-19 (Salaverría et al., 2020) or how the creators of disinformation – with the help of bots – are more prolific than those who publish truthful information (Saby et al., 2021). Specifically, public personalities play a very important role in spreading hoaxes about COVID-19 as they are found to have a high level of engagement in social networks and become super-spreaders, especially on Twitter (Shahi et al., 2021; Bodaghi and Oliveira, 2022). A study based on 38 million articles on the most prominent topics of COVID-19 disinformation shows that only 16.4% spread online had been verified (Evanega et al., 2021).

Misinformation about vaccines is having a high impact on public health worldwide. Recent studies have observed how misinformation has not only flowed but has also influenced people's perception of the pandemic (Islam et al., 2020; Kim et al., 2020). Specifically, and through experimental studies, there is evidence of how exposure to misinformation about COVID-19 vaccines directly affects vaccination intention (El-Mohandes et al., 2021; Loomba et al., 2021).

Twitter is presented as a fundamental tool for public conversation around COVID-19 vaccines.
compared to other platforms, as has previously occurred with other diseases (Zhou et al., 2015; Surian et al., 2016; Larrondo-Ureta et al., 2021; López-Martín et al., 2021). However, the dialogue is sometimes not completely horizontal, and, paraphrasing a classic network theory (Granovetter, 1973), it could be said that the logic of network communication acts by turning some weak ties into occasional strong ties, giving them greater influence. Previous studies have shown that users with verified accounts had almost fifty times more spreading power on vaccines than unverified users (Carrasco-Polaino et al., 2021). Fake news continues to be spread, especially on Twitter and WhatsApp, one year after the start of the state of alarm in Spain (Almansa-Martínez et al., 2022) and there is an extensive body of research on vaccines and emotional content (Blankenship et al., 2018; Himelboim et al., 2020; Kummervold et al., 2021).

We also found analyses closer to the object of study of this work, such as some research on denialist discourses around COVID-19 (Morel, 2021), doubts about vaccines (Nowak et al., 2020; Thelwall et al., 2021; Subbaraman, 2021), or the popularity of vaccines and their level of controversy on Twitter (Carrasco-Polaino et al., 2021). On this last topic, the present work offers a new complementary perspective and focuses directly on the hoaxes generated by anti-vaccine users. The analysis of the physiognomy or morphology of the accounts responsible for the production and dissemination of disinformation, specifically around the anti-vax discourse of COVID-19, offers a greater perspective to understand the nature of these flows, as well as a tool to predict future behaviors in the face of other similar disinformation phenomena.

2. OBJECTIVES

The general objective of this research is to find out if the type of Twitter account influences the behavior of the disinformation flows of the anti-vaccine discourse. From this objective, other more specific ones arise, derived from the different variables under study:

1. To identify the majority form of dissemination of anti-vax discourse disinformation on Twitter (creation of original content, citation of another tweet, response to another tweet, or retweet) based on the number of followers of the account.
2. Detect differences in the forms of dissemination of disinformation between verified and unverified accounts.
3. Point out patterns of disinformation dissemination behavior based on the volume of content published in the account.
4. Compare trends between pro-hoax accounts and those that refute those messages, based on the year of creation of the Twitter accounts.
5. Discover if the presence in public Twitter lists can be a significant trait of the accounts that spread disinformation or of those that deny hoaxes.
6. Locate trends in the ratio of followed and followers in the behavior of the disinformation flow main accounts on Twitter.

2.1. Hypothesis

The reviewed literature offers us scientific evidence on the accounts disseminating hoaxes on Twitter, not only of their greater productive activity compared to other accounts, but also of significant differences in the spread of the hoax concerning their level of engagement on the Web. Hence, we assume the following research hypotheses:
H1. The morphology of Twitter accounts makes it possible to distinguish different behavior patterns in the production and dissemination of the discourse of anti-vaccine COVID-19 hoaxes.

H2. Variables such as the number of followers of the account, its status as a verified account or not, the volume of content it regularly publishes, the year the account was created, its presence on public lists, or its ratio of followed/followers, are factors that allow identifying particular behavior patterns in the communication flows of these hoaxes on Twitter.

3. METHODOLOGY

This experimental study requires a mixed methodology designed by a multidisciplinary team that applies research techniques from neuroscience (physiological emotional impact), psychology (impact on anxiety and stress), and communication (cognitive impact) to the subjects of this study.

3.1. Sample, procedure, and instruments

The collection, processing, and analysis of data consist of five phases, inspired by the FacTeR-Check methodology (Martín et al., 2021): 1) the hoaxes (in this case of anti-vaccines) are collected from the denials of fact-checkers; 2) queries are automatically created that allow searching for tweets about the considered hoaxes; 3) the Twitter API (Application Programming Interface) is used, which facilitates the download of tweets through previously defined queries; 4) an Artificial Intelligence technique known as Natural Language Inference (NLI) (MacCartney, 2009) is used to filter between those publications that affirm or contradict the hoax; 5) and, finally, the data of the users of tweets related to the hoax is downloaded.

Automatic queries in combination with the NLI use transformers as a base technology (Vaswani et al., 2017), a type of neural network that works with vector representations of the text that collect the semantic properties of the words and that take into account the context in which they occur. Based on the similarity between vectors (Huertas-García et al., 2021a; Huertas-García et al., 2021b) and the inference between them (Huertas-Tato et al., 2021), transformers have been successfully applied in different applications for the detection of disinformation.

In the first place, and for the selection of hoaxes, the denials of the Maldita fact-checking foundation have been chosen. The choice of Maldita alone as a verification medium with which to select anti-vaccine hoaxes is given by the significance of this digital medium. Since, in 2014, the journalists Clara Jiménez and Julio Montes opened a small minimum viable product in the form of a WordPress blog and a Twitter account (Maldita Hemeroteca), this verification medium was not only the turning point to motivate the creation of other verification media in Spain, but also a journalistic project that has not stopped growing. Since 2017, it has been part of the International Fact-Checking Network (IFCN) and in 2018 it was the only Spanish media selected to be in the High-Level Group on Fake News and Disinformation created by the European Union to advise on this matter. Currently, they are still endorsed by the IFCN seal (Mantzarlis, 2018).

Of the hoaxes on vaccination, this work has explored the examples that go directly against the use of vaccines for COVID-19. Furthermore, within the screening, false statements that caused problems in identifying disinformation on Twitter through a query have been eliminated. More specifically, the hoaxes eliminated have been those that contained:
1. Content that is expressed on multimedia elements (image, video, audio) but not textually since the queries allow tweets to be located only based on the words. That is, the text of the hoax must contain the false fact.

2. False accusations against a media outlet of having published a type of information on vaccines, because there are two focuses in the hoax, the media being questioned and the alleged information issued, which make it difficult to create queries and tag tweets.

3. Ambiguous statements that are taken out of context, in which the verification is a clarification of everything that happened, but not a denial of it.

4. Disinformation that is already repeated in the selection, so the same hoax does not appear several times.

Once the analysis and screening of the selected hoaxes have been carried out, for each disinformation piece verified and selected for this study, an automatic query has been generated with its most relevant keywords, together with the logical operators that allow defining the syntax of the search for tweets on the social network.

In this way, the hoax “Vaccines contain graphene oxide” would give rise to the query “(graphene vaccines oxide) OR (graphene vaccines contain) OR (graphene oxide contain) OR (vaccines contain oxide)” and would be used for the automatic search of related information in the selected social network. From these queries and the Twitter API, the Twitter posts between January 2020 and November 2021, consisting of a total of 220,246 tweets from 54 hoaxes, have been extracted and stored in a database (MongoDB).

Next, and since the inclusion of the query keywords does not guarantee that the tweets really contain disinformation, the probabilities that their content corresponds to an entailment (the tweet says the same thing as the hoax), a contradiction (the tweet denies the hoax), or it can only be set to be "neutral" (the algorithm cannot determine if the tweet affirms or contradicts it, so either it does not refer to the considered hoax, or cannot establish a correlation between its content and its semantic meaning) are inferred using the aforementioned NLI method. For this study, examples with more than 99% entailment and contradiction have been selected to compare those who spread disinformation and those who contradict it, respectively.

Finally, the data of the users who have published or disseminated the selected tweets have been collected on the platform. Specifically, the variables used for each Twitter account for this article are: the date of its creation; the number of tweets, followers and followed, and if they have the verified symbol on the social network. Those examples whose accounts have been suspended or deleted have been discarded.

Thus, the final sample is made up of user data from 36,292 tweets (originals, retweets, replies, and quotes from other tweets) from 49 hoaxes denied by Maldita (from an original selection of 100 anti-vaccine hoaxes, detected between December 30th, 2020, and September 9th, 2021, an original list available through the email of the authors). Of this amount, 15,513 posts have more than 99% entailment and 20,779 more than 99% contradiction. According to Twitter's data use policy, the texts, metrics, and users of the tweets cannot be published, but their IDs (Twitter identification numbers) can. These data can be obtained from Figshare [https://figshare.com/s/399422354519a2a51fc5] and the email addresses of the authors of this article.
4. RESULTS

As reflected in the hypotheses, the general objective and the consequent specific objectives indicated at the beginning, this section presents the most significant results regarding the different variables, grouped into three blocks.

4.1. According to the number of followers and verified accounts

Of the accounts that support disinformation, that is, that say the same thing as the hoax (entailment), those that develop their own content the most (in blue) are the ones that accumulate the largest number of followers since in this group we find up to 49.51% original content. On the other extreme, those with a smaller number of followers, there is greater use of retweets to spread disinformation (chart 1), this resource being used up to 63.9% of the time within this type of account. As has been pointed out, the group of users that exceeds ten thousand followers is the one that generates the most original content regarding disinformation. In other words, the disinformation has been created originally by them, without coming from any other previous information, as occurs with other dynamics on Twitter such as direct retweets or quoted tweets, which start from a previous source. Therefore, these users generate misinformation in a very high percentage compared to other groups of users classified by their followers. The tendency of the rest of the groups with fewer followers is to retweet false information about vaccines, that is, to be loudspeakers of information that circulates through the social network and that they amplify even more, without any reflection or personal comments.

Figure 1. Type of tweets (%) by groups with the highest “entailment”, according to the number of followers.

![Figure 1](chart.png)

Source: Own elaboration.

Another interesting fact to highlight in chart 1 is the little commented diffusion that is made of disinformation (cited tweet, in purple in the chart), that is, the scarce comment or explanation about that information that users personally offer when they spread that content, something that appears residually in all groups, always with percentages of less than 2% (from highest to lowest number of followers, the cited tweet only appears in percentages of 1.39%, 0.77%, 1.21%, and 0.62%, respectively). This may be because the quote can act in support of the original disinformation tweet, without the need to formulate the disinformation again, since it is already expressed in the tweet that
motivates its citation. In other words, the user would not need to repeat the misinformation but only show their support for a tweet that they already amplified by the mere fact of quoting it. On the other hand, this also reminds us of how little reflection or how impulsive the dissemination of content is on this social network. In other words, we are talking about a social network with difficulties in providing information with context (something that Twitter tried to alleviate in part in December 2017, with the creation of threads).

Regarding the ability to generate conversation or start a dialogue (responses to other users, in green in chart 1), it is striking how the disinformation of group 1 (from 0 to 100 followers) occurs more through replies than in other groups, since this action is found up to 21.15% of the time. It is, therefore, the group with the fewest followers that is most closely related to misinformation through responses to other users. An attempt at dialogue that should be qualified at least, since this low number of followers may indicate that we are dealing with a group of accounts made up mostly of bots.

For its part, chart 2 confirms with data one of the logical assumptions that we could have regarding the spread of anti-vax hoaxes, such as the low presence of verified accounts in the discourses since it should be noted (in the case of a percentage blocks chart) that the block of verified accounts operates on a total of just 129 units of analysis, while the block of unverified accounts operates on 15,384 units. It is striking how the verified accounts, perhaps due to their own a priori credible source condition, do not use at all (0%) the resource of the cited tweet (in chart 2, in purple), a resource that is used by unverified accounts, although it is true that also residually, barely reaching 1% (0.98%).

**Figure 2** Type of tweets (%) with the highest “entailment”, according to the type of account (verified or not).

![Figure 2](chart)

**Source**: Own elaboration.

On the other hand, a lot of asymmetries can be seen, since while the verified accounts have a lot of original content (77.52%) and few retweets (18.6%) -and even fewer responses to users-, in the unverified ones there is a majority of retweets (75.47%) and little original content (13.06%). In any case, it should be clarified, given that we are talking about tweets with a high level of entailment (messages that do not contradict the hoax), that the difference regarding units of analysis is logical since it is not usual for a verified account to be the victim of a hoax, although these cases may exist since the verified condition is granted by Twitter not only to accounts of organizations and institutions but also to public figures from any field.
Paradoxically and dangerously, these personalities sometimes do not deny disinformation but are active actors in spreading hoaxes. For example, in Spain, the case of famous singer Miguel Bosé can be cited, whose account was closed by Twitter in August 2020, for spreading false information precisely about the coronavirus.

4.2. According to the number of published tweets and the age of the account

Another aspect to take into account, as shown in chart 3, is the variable related to the number of tweets that the user has published, whose division by groups also presents trends similar to the analyzes of previous charts. In the case of the first group, accounts with less than a thousand published tweets, we could be talking about both very recently created accounts and older ones, although with little activity. Both types of profiles are grouped in that first group and the first type (recently created accounts) can logically include false accounts or accounts carried out by bots.

Figure 3. Type of tweets (%) by groups with the highest entailment, according to the number of tweets published.

Regarding this first group with little published content, it is the type of user that most resorts to responding to other users as a resource for disseminating disinformation, since we found this resource used up to 31.24% of the time. In any case, if the four types of accounts in this chart 3 share something, it is that the retweet is always the majority form of hoax dissemination (from the least to the greatest amount of published content, the retweet appears in 50.84%, 67.82%, 81.38%, and 75.33%, respectively). Regarding the distribution or size of these categories, the smallest is precisely the aforementioned group 1, with a total of 893 examples, while the most abundant group is number 3, with a total of 7,668 units (groups 2 and 4 are more even, with 3944 and 3008 units of analysis, respectively).

For its part, chart 4 allows us to observe an overview of users in favor of or against this type of anti-vaccine hoaxes over the last fifteen years and visually presents significant trends, both in terms of the presence of entailment (pro hoax speeches) as later, in its comparison with the tweets that deny the hoaxes (contradiction).
Figure 4. Entailment vs Contradiction of the number of tweets, by year of creation of the user.

If we look only at the blue chart (entailment), the 2020 period coincides with the highest peak in the creation of accounts producing disinformation about anti-vaccine discourse related to COVID-19. Another trend in this regard, started even before the pandemic, is that from 2013 to date (with only two exceptions, 2015 and 2016) we are witnessing a period in which each year the number of accounts created that support hoaxes (entailment) is greater than the number of accounts created that deny them (contradiction). Twitter, a social network that was created in 2006, had six years after its birth (2007-2012) where the number of accounts created against hoaxes was always greater than the number of pro-hoax accounts. However, in 2013 the trend changed to have (except for 2015 and 2016) a predominance of accounts that supported anti-vaccine hoaxes.

4.3. According to the presence in public lists and ratio of followers/followed

As chart 5 analyzes, presence on public Twitter lists is another aspect that can give us clues about the nature of the accounts that participate in the production and dissemination of disinformation about COVID-19 vaccines. The lists are a native tool of Twitter with which the community gives a certain identity to a specific user of this social network. An identity that, on the other hand, does not have to coincide with the self-name of the user in question (a user can be named in a specific way in the Twitter biography, but then be qualified by the community differently by including it in Lists). And here lies the value of lists: as an exogenous element that configures our digital identity.
Figure 5. «Entailment» vs «Contradiction», according to the presence in public Twitter lists.

It should be added that being on public lists on Twitter is not something usual for accounts, since very few users receive this type of public recognition from the rest of the community. This would explain the majority of the data in the chart: the majority of accounts, whether entailment (37.94%) or contradiction (37.48%) are not on lists or are on very few (from one to ten lists). In this second assumption, we are talking about 36.26% for contradiction and up to 42.10% for entailment.

The comparison progresses evenly and with a slight advantage towards entailment until the groups with the most presence on the lists are reached. When we talk about users recognized by the Twitter community more than a hundred times through the Lists tool (group 4), the accounts that deny disinformation have an advantage of almost four and a half points (7.85% vs. 3.40%) over those that spread disinformation. They also win, although by less (18.40% compared to 16.56%) in group 3, of the presence in 11-100 lists. A quick reading of these data is that the greater the presence in public Twitter lists, the less likely that we are talking about an account that supports disinformation. However, it would be a first reading of the data because in this chart, as occurs in chart 2 (behavior of verified accounts), what a priori is an element that gives credibility to an account (here, the Lists) is not always that way. This would be due, in this case, to the particular behavior of certain public personalities who, due to their fame, will logically have a presence in a high number of public Twitter lists.

Finally, in chart 6 we have the opportunity to know if there is any special tendency of the accounts that support disinformation in terms of their ratio of followers and followed. The opportunity to know how many followed users they need to have followers. In other words, if it is about accounts that practice or seek follow back (that is, that there is mutual follow) or that, on the contrary, have a genuine and organic recognition by the Twitter community. The higher the ratio, the greater the organic (true) recognition that account has from the rest of the users since it does not need to practice the aforementioned follow-back to accumulate followers.
5. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

The discourse on social networks around COVID-19, with its corresponding hoaxes, is one of the clearest current examples we have of how health misinformation can lead to tangible public health problems. Sometimes it is about crowds in places falsely designated as vaccination centers or, on the contrary, misinformation that weakens the desire to be vaccinated and affects the attendance of certain groups to the real vaccination centers. Between these two extremes of falsehoods, we also find a multitude of variants that give fake side effects to vaccines and that, likewise, influence trust in them and the effectiveness of vaccination campaigns.

This preliminary work has shown that knowing the morphology of the accounts that are the protagonists of disinformation flows can help to better understand the behavior patterns of anti-vaccine discourses and hoaxes. Although there is a hidden level of dissemination of hoaxes about the coronavirus, which occurs on private messaging networks such as WhatsApp (Salaverría et al., 2020), the online public and media discourse of these hoaxes takes place above all on social networks and, in particular, on Twitter. For this reason, the present work has wanted to provide a generic vision that offers clues to identify some behavior patterns of the anti-vaccine discourse in this social network. Further studies, with similar denial speeches, samples, and techniques (the high reproducibility of this article allows it), will show to what extent the trends that have been outlined in this analysis can be extrapolated to other types of hoaxes, health disinformation, or denial discourses.

Regarding the hypotheses raised in this research, it has been confirmed that there are particular behaviors related to the characteristics of Twitter accounts and that they affect both the production and dissemination of disinformation about vaccines for COVID-19 (H1). On the other hand, and regarding the second hypothesis (H2), in the case of the entailment attribute (support for the hoax) there are specific behavior patterns linked to the number of followers of the account, the number of tweets published, and its status as a verified account or not. For its part, in the case of the contradiction attribute, the comparison with its opposite allows us to see other patterns in specific groups of accounts, especially when we group them according to the year of creation of the accounts, their presence on public Twitter lists, or their ratio of followers and followed.
Concerning the first objective (majority form of dissemination of anti-vaccine hoaxes), the creation of original content emerges as the preferred form of disinformation for those accounts with the largest number of followers, while, at the opposite extreme, the predominance of the retweet emerges in those accounts with very few followers and that remind us of the propagandistic role of bots, very possibly framed in this group of accounts.

The second objective highlights the importance of interacting with verified accounts in periods of disinformation, although the results show that this is not the preferred mode of dialogue for this type of account. It is conceivable that verified accounts, aware of having their own voice recognized by the community, opt above all for original content. The verified account condition also applies, as mentioned in this article, to public figures with an obvious role of influence over society. And although the social network has acted in obvious cases of disinformation despite being verified accounts (Twitter’s cancellation of the singer Miguel Bosé’s account), the truth is that the presence of this type of profile in discourses about anti-vaccine hoaxes, either supporting them (entailment) or denying them (contradiction), is anecdotal.

The search for the third objective (behavior of the account based on the number of published tweets) also refers us, like the first objective, to the debates on state propaganda and the irruption of bots that, framed in the group of accounts with less published content (along with newly created accounts), would opt for replying to other users as the preferred way of disseminating vaccine misinformation. The data has shown that in recent years on Twitter there is a predominance of accounts that support disinformation compared to those that combat it. The current context of polarization, hate speech, and government propaganda, with its consequent creation of bots, could be one of the explanations for this trend detected in recent years.

Regarding the fourth objective, we can trace a clear evolution of the Twitter social network which, although in this case refers to anti-vaccine hoaxes, would indicate that it may contain many similarities if we try to extrapolate it in future studies to other areas. The general trend detected consists of a first stage, just after the birth of this network (2007-2012), where users who currently deny anti-vaccine hoaxes had more weight than those who now spread disinformation on this subject, while, starting in 2013 and especially in 2016, a trend began where the visibility of the hoax (entailment) prevailed over the accounts that denied it (contradiction). It does not seem like a strange discovery if it is put in the context of hate speech and the current polarization in the communicative scenario (Pérez-Escolar and Noguera-Vivo, 2022) and especially on Twitter (Garimella and Weber, 2017; Yardi and Boyd, 2010). A polarization where emotions play a key role (Döveling et al., 2018) and determine the scope of disinformation in the digital field (Serrano-Puche, 2021).

The last two objectives were raised around the analysis of elements of exogenous identity, granted by the recognition of the community and not by the user himself, such as public Twitter lists and the number of followers as an element of credibility, based on the ratio of followers and followed. Social networks, and in particular Twitter, are an example of a mosaic identity (Caro-Castaño, 2015) where the digital identity is configured both by the user and by their community of followers (Kietzmann et al., 2011). Curiously, both variables have offered similar results in the sense that, the greater the recognition of the community, the less likely there are accounts supporting disinformation. Having organic and natural recognition by the community (in the case of the last chart, a high ratio of followers/followed accounts) increases the chances that we are facing an account that refutes misinformation about COVID-19 vaccines.
This work broadens the horizons of research on disinformation in social networks, based on an analysis that relates the morphology of Twitter accounts with certain online behavior patterns of anti-vaccine discourse and the hoaxes it generates.
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